Manchaug Pond Foundation
Official Eighth Annual Boat Decorating Contest
2017 Score Sheet
Entry #:

!

Theme:
Max. Score
Points

JUDGING CRITERIA
!Execution of Theme: Is the theme easy to identify?
How well does the entry portray the theme selected?
Is the theme visible/apparent to spectators on shore?

5

!Originality/Creativity: Does the entry impress the
audience and judges with its overall creativity and
uniqueness in appearance and presentation. Is it a
refreshing new idea or similar to past entries? Is
there a Manchaug Pond, educational, or patriotic
component which makes it special to our lake?

5

Effort/Workmanship: Does the entry demonstrate a
lot of thought, time, and effort in design, details,
decorations, and difficulty of construction? Is it byenlarge homemade or just store bought? Is the entry
decorated on both sides?

5

Crew Spirit & Special Effects: Is the crew and
passengers involved and enthusiastic in portraying
the overall theme? Are costumes, animation, music,
props, and acting employed to present the full scope
of the theme? Is there color, movement, and sound?

5

Overall Effect/Execution in Presentation: How
well does the entry present itself? Is the execution
creative and eye-catching? How well does it
entertain or involve the spectators? Is the overall
presentation a real crowd-pleaser that appeals to all
ages: theme, originality, effort, and appearance?

5

TOTAL SCORE:

!

Comments

25

5 pts. = Excellent! Very Impressive. 4 pts.= Pretty darn good!
3 pts. = It’s okay, not good, not bad.
2 pts. = It’s just not that good.
1 pt. = Just plain awful.

__________________________

_____________________________________

Judge’s Name (Print)

Judge’s Signature

_________
Score

Manchaug Pond Foundation 2017
Official Eighth Annual Boat Decorating Contest !

!

Thank you for being one of our judges!

!

• All vessels qualifying for judging must have their assigned entry number
•

attached to the boat and visible from a distance.
Judges should have no personal connection to any of the contestants. Selection
of winners must be based solely on merit so as to preserve the integrity of the
event.

• The highest number of points determines standing.
• In case of a tie, judges will review and discuss the merits of the tying entries and
vote on the winner.

!
1st Place: __________________________________________
!
comments:___________________________________________
!

___________________________________________________

!
2nd Place: __________________________________________
!
comments:___________________________________________
!
___________________________________________________

!
3rd Place:
_______________________________________
!
comments:___________________________________________
!

___________________________________________________

!
!

Happy 4th of July!

